Re-Architect Blockchain
De-Centralize Finance

Simplicity. Speed. Safety.
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KEY FACTS

Overview
V Systems is a blockchain infrastructure that is scalable
and durable, with high finality, performance and the
highest resistance to 51% attacks.

●

Mainnet launched in NOV 2018

●

40 node operators worldwide

●

30,000 community members globally

●

15 projects under development

●

Onboarding 100 million internet users

●

Average block time: 4 seconds

●

Average transfer completion time:
<1 second

A Blockchain Database for Finance
Powered by Supernode Proof of Stake

Decentralized Database and Cloud Platforms
V Systems provides customized solutions for businesses and organizations across
industries with secure and performant decentralized database and cloud platforms.

Infrastructure For Blockchain and Token Development
We provide development platforms for App developers to instantly create blockchains. The
platform has a modular structure that supports multiple consensus algorithms.

Smart Contract Creation
V Systems’ smart contracts provide token solution for everyone to implement a token
economy system and kick-start a viable open ecosystem.

Blockchain As A Service
What we do - We created a general purpose blockchain for finance that is responsive to the current
needs for complex applications and huge amounts of data.
Global Macro Trends - Blockchain technology is already a proven success. With an increasing demand
for blockchain adoption in finance, V Systems aims to aid the blockchain adoption across businesses by
tackling the existing technical complexities and operational difficulties faced by individuals and
businesses.
Powerful Ecosystem - The V Systems community is connected through our supernodes, exchange
and staking partners, internet and finance projects built on the platform - allowing them to extract
maximum value from the VSYS ecosystem and also contributing to the network in return. The resulting
effect is driving accelerating demand for the usage of the blockchain.
First Mover - We have put a primary focus on financial use cases since the mainnet launched, we also
strive to meet the market needs by providing them with all the necessary blockchain technology and
infrastructure.

Our Team

Peerchemist

Alex Yang
CEO
14 years of
experience in banking
and finance

Sunny King
Chief Architect
Inventor of Proof of Stake

Strategist
Peercoin Leader

Who is Sunny King?
●

Sunny King, a legendary blockchain developer, is
the inventor of Proof of Stake (PoS) consensus
mechanism and creator of three blockchain
projects - V Systems, Peercoin and Primecoin.

●

He talked about PoS with Vitalik Buterin and
Daniel Larimer back in 2013 and 2014, who later
on were inspired to adopt PoS to Ethereum, and
to invent DPoS consensus respectively.

●

Sunny King made his first-ever “public
appearance” with Brandon Chez, CEO and
Founder of CoinMarketCap in November 2019 at
“The Capital”, to talk about Proof of Stake
consensus, quantum computing and more.
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Open-Source Blockchain Platform
Simplicity. Speed. Safety.
● lowers the barrier to entry for blockchain
development
● Uses Supernode Proof of Stake, designed by
Sunny King
● A blockchain platform that is scalable and
durable, with high finality, performance and the
strong resistance to 51% attacks

Supernode Proof of Stake (SPoS)
SPoS is blockchain consensus mechanism designed by Sunny King, the creator of
Proof of Stake (PoS). SPoS is an efficient distributed consensus algorithm with high
resistance to 51% attacks.
● Performance-oriented with high scalability and transaction throughput
● Stable minting economy and self-governance
● No barrier to participate in minting through coin leasing
Supernode
Proof of Stake
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VSYS Coin
VSYS Coin is the native currency for the V Systems blockchain platform, and is used to:

1. Pay VSYS transaction fees
2. Access applications built on V Systems
3. Platform governance via SPoS minting
On November 2018, 5,142,858,000 VSYS Coins were generated in our genesis block.
283,824,000 VSYS are be produced annually by the Supernodes.
VSYS currently has a an inflation rate of about 5% which declines with time because the rate at
which new VSYS is produced is fixed.
All transaction fees are burned. Send transactions cost 0.1 VSYS, and Smart Contract
executions cost 0.3 VSYS.
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Euclid Smart Contract
V Systems aims to create a development platform that makes building,
testing, and deploying smart contracts faster, easier and more secure. Our
professional developer team will walk you through your business needs to
outline the background and functions of the smart contracts.
HIGH FINALITY
<4 second settlement time and high throughput.
SIMPLE and EFFICIENT
We provide multiple smart contract templates for your to help you get started
building on V Systems as fast as possible. You can easily create your own
token through Euclid in <3 min from your smartphone.
SECURE
We modularize code and ensure the logic is simple to reduce complexity and
uncertainty of smart contracts. In this way, Euclid can minimize the likelihood
of errors, and achieve better efficiency and higher throughput.

Fermat Smart Contracts was activated on July 31 2020 with three major pillars.

Lock Contract
Enable users to lock funds for a user-defined period of time before they can be
retrieved.

Non-fungible Contract
Deliver support for non-fungible tokens, allowing developers to implement
unique tokens for a myriad of use cases.

Payment Channel Contract
Reduce the time and money cost for large volume, high-speed and small value
transactions.

A Fast, Secure and Scalable
Payment Channel with V Systems

●

xLumi provides a second layer solution to the blockchain
scalability issue, which enables efficient micropayments between
parties at a very low cost.

●

It guarantees the security of the payment channel’s funds using a
simple set of mathematical rules that can be easily implemented
on any blockchain with the necessary infrastructure.

V Cloud Services
V Systems reduces barriers to entry for developers to deploy their blockchain
and token projects with a set of pre-built cloud services.
Server
V-Cloud simplifies and streamlines existing server services to meet the
needs of the blockchain development process. You can rent a virtual
server (VPS) with your VSYS coins to match your workload in a
cost-effective way.
Token wallet
After setting up a V-Cloud account, users can create your own token
wallet with a customized URL.
Token explorer
V-Cloud provides a tailor made web portal that gives detailed information
about your token, such as blocks, addresses, and transactions.

V Systems Tool Kit
V Systems provides a complete set of
infrastructures and tools to kick start your
business on blockchain.
●

Wallet

●

Blockchain explorer

●

Decentralized messenger

●

Data center and more.

V Cloud Marketplace
In the upcoming release, V Cloud will create a new marketplace
where sellers will be the providers for cloud services or any specific
internet services, and buyers will be able to purchase the services
they need.
Key components of V Cloud marketplace include:
●

Convenient onboarding for sellers and buyers

●

Customized service options

●

Multiple payment channels

●

Diversified service options and cross-cloud solutions

●

Cost-effective cloud services with high performances

Competitive Advantage
Ease of Use
Our development platform makes blockchain technology as
user-friendly as possible and greatly ease the burden for developers
while exceeding project requirements.
Blockchain Tool Kit
We provide a customizable selection of infrastructures and tools to
suit a wide range of business needs across industries.
Customized Smart Contract
V Systems customizes your own smart contract that suits your
business needs, to achieve better efficiency and

Ecosystem
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Staking 2.0
Staking 2.0 is bringing V Systems closer to the wider
ecosystem. Ecosystem projects built on the V Systems
blockchain will distribute a portion of its tokens as a
secondary reward to all active VSYS minters
● Promote community growth
● Allow stakers to participate in the development
of V Systems powered projects
● Facilitate ecosystem development

Tachyon VPN
Powered by
● Tachyon Protocol is the first flagship project on V Systems
using Staking 2.0 to distribute some of its tokens to VSYS
stakers.
● Tachyon launched its first VPN DAPP in March 2020. In
only 6 months, Tachyon VPN has reached 1 million users,
with over 700k monthly active users
● V Systems works closely with the Tachyon team to
develop smart contract features suited to their desired
functionality, and drive popularity of its IPX token

Octopus NFT Game
● Built using the V Systems blockchain, Octopus
lets users obtain Octopus NFT through yield
farming and exchange for cards.
● A user can collect a rare card and showcase it,
sell it or swap it for a card with the same level of
scarcity
● The OCT token is a wrapped token supported by
both the V Systems and Ethereum blockchain,
promoting cross-chain interoperability

Thriving Ecosystem
V Systems is developing partnerships and joint development opportunities to cultivate a
robust blockchain ecosystem.

Centralized and
Decentralized
Exchanges

Collaborate
with PoS
communities

Liquidity and
Staking

Community
Building

Wallet and
staking
partners

Partnerships
with tech &
finance
companies

Tools and
Services

Ecosystem
Development

Investing in the future development of V Systems
●

Bitangel focuses on building the V Systems ecosystem and driving mass
adoption of blockchain technology through strategic investment and
incubation.

●

The Bitangel Fund will invest in projects that are built on the V Systems
blockchain platform, with a focus on decentralized applications (DApps) for
internet and financial services.
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Partnerships with Leading Exchanges
VSYS coins has been listed on leading exchanges worldwide. V Systems also
partners with exchanges in order to provide more staking options to users.

List of Exchanges

Partnerships with Top
Blockchain Companies
● V Systems has established strong relationships with leading blockchain companies including
wallets, staking service, smart contract audit firms, decentralized oracle service, disclosure
platforms, cryptocurrency trackers, social media platforms etc. to develop a diversified
ecosystem.
● Our partners are contributing actively to ecosystem building, allowing V Systems to scale
more quickly and efficiently.

VSYS Community
The V Systems community is made up of active social media groups as well
as node operators and staking service providers all over the world.

Social Media

Staking Community

30K+

40

Fan base within an
engaged VSYS
community

Supernodes & candidates with
well-known staking companies,
wallets, exchanges and
communities

V Systems’ Extensive Media Coverage

Learn more at
www.v.systems
Twitter @vsyscoin
Medium @vsystems
Telegram @VSYSOfﬁcialGroup

